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an excellent mix of funk, rock, r&b, and jazz. the sound is fresh and eclectic. 9 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

Contemporary urban, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: At a young age, MAX would discover life's

many challenges. But instead Of succumbing to the problems of a disenchanted childhood (which

included The loss of her Father, teen pregnancy, an abusive marriage, a drug Dependency problem to

relieve the pain, a divorce and becoming a Young single parent) MAX managed to reclaim her strength in

self, And rise like a concrete rose to achieve what she always desired...to sing! My Story...In Divine

Order, tells a musical story of a woman who has Overcome personal obstacles to achieve inner peace,

not only with Herself, but with the world outside her window. Influenced by such recording greats as

Aretha Franklin, Chaka Khan, Nina Simone, Tina Turner and Bonnie Raitt, MAX has infused the genres of

Rhythm  Blues/Jazz/Funk/Rock/Soul together to paint her life story through music. Her sound is fresh 

innovative...displaying her vocal abilities which range from Soft  seductive to sexy  sultry to a

high-powered, fierce, spirit filled roar that Exhibits her diverse sense of expression. MAX has also toured

the world as a model with Ebony Fashion Fair, walking The runways for top designers, which included

Gucci, Calvin Klein, Donna Karan And Chanel. Max has also appeared on the Steven Bochco television

productions, City of Angels and NYPD Blue, and performed in the critically acclaimed theatrical Stage

musical drama, "Slavery" performed at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. Self assured, confident

and spiritually led...MAX uses her past travails to Encourage and inspire those who are trying to "HOLD

ON" regardless Of those around you who "NEVER GAVE A DAMN" when the "RAIN" Drenched you with

life's bitter pain  despair. MAX wants to share "THE NEWS" of being liberated through music...mind, body,

soul  Spirit from yesterday's pain, so that you can rejoice today and be "HAPPY" once again. Though the

"QUESTION MARK" of doubt And fear may enter your mind when you're on your journey, MAX invites
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you to "ASK MY BODY" how it feels to be free! "IS IT LOVE" of self worth and music which motivated

MAX to record This biographic album...yes!
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